Purpose: We present for the first time the utilization of an average of the resting-state time points (rs-Mean) to localize epilepsy focus in a group of pediatric patients with medical refractory epilepsy. Materials and Methods: Twenty nine pediatric patients had drug-resistant epilepsy, and 22 subject controls underwent rs-fMRI. Comparison among group means was performed. Regions of Interest (ROI) derived from the nuclear medicine studies (GS) and the focal hyperintensities yielded by the rs-Mean were converted into ellipsoids. Euclidian Distance (ED) among the isocenters of each ROI pair per patient was found. Matching of ROIs was accepted if the ED was equal or less than 50 mm. Group comparison was performed utilizing two-tail T-test. Statistical significance was accepted with p values < 0.01. Results: Statistically significant differences were found between the patient and normal control's rs-Mean (p < 0.001, t (49) = 5.186; CI (95%) = [512.73, 1161.46]). The rs-Mean findings matched the GS findings in epilepsy patients in 72.4% of cases. The rs-Mean was positive matching GS in 6 of 9 (66.6%) MR-non-lesional cases. Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that rs-Mean in intractable epilepsy patients differs from normal subjects, and that it may demonstrate the epileptogenic focus in a significant number of patients.
Introduction
Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) is a type of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in which the brain is not engaged in any specific task. Temporal correlations of brain spontaneous oscillations as defined by this method reveal intrinsic connectivity networks. Several intrinsic networks have been described in normal volunteers, utilizing Independent Component Analysis (ICA). These include primary visual, secondary visual, auditory, sen-sory, motor, default mode, salience, dorsal parieto-frontal (attention), posterior cingulate, precuneus, language, and anterior default mode [1] - [3] .
A volume that averages the rs-fMRI time points may be generated during the processing of ICA. This is what we want to introduce as "the resting-state mean" (rs-Mean).
The rs-Mean volume contains not only the voxel-based mean of BOLD variation (T2*) or intrinsic networks, but also the mean of any other T2 signal, as this sequence is sensitive to the relaxation of the transverse magnetization. Thus, the highest intensities are expected for CSF and the lowest for air.
Despite the fact that we do not have a clear understanding of its origin, we have empirically found in many drug-resistant epilepsy cases that the rs-Mean shows coincident findings with nuclear medicine neuroimages.
The aim of this paper is to report the correlation between rs-Mean findings and the results of ictal SPECT or interictal PET studies in a group of pediatric patients with intractable epilepsy who are being evaluated as candidates for resective surgery. We will also report the findings of rs-Mean in a group of young adult normal volunteers. Illustrative cases will be presented. As far as we know, this is the first report of the usefulness of this technique in the detection of the epilepsy focus.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
The protocol of a retrospective-prospective study was approved by our IRB. Parents or legal guardians of prospective patients signed a written approved-informed consent. The typical control group and patients demographics are summarized in Table 1 (a) and Table 1(b) Fifty patients imaged between the dates of May 2011 and May 2013 with a history of intractable seizures and who had undergone either ictal SPECT or interictal PET and resting-state functional MRI were initially taken from a pool of patients attending our Institution. Twenty one cases were excluded for different reasons. Five of the excluded patients had overt inconsistent findings between SPECT and PET; seven cases were excluded because prior brain surgery as the surgical cavity appears with very high intensity in the rs-Mean and may confound the results; two cases because of cystic encephalomalasia cavities, four due to brain tumor, and two cases of Sturge Webber. One additional case was excluded as there was no agreement on the SPECT readings (see below in methods). The patient group consisted of 29 patients with the diagnosis of cortical dysplasia (15), non-lesional cases (9), tuberous sclerosis (3) and viral encephalitis sequelae (2) . All diagnoses were done by MRI criteria. Tuberous sclerosis cases were included despite multiple tubers in those in which the tuber demonstrating frequent epileptogenic activity was spatially concordant with nuclear medicine findings.
The control group consisted of 22 normal right handed subjects (22 -34 years range). These normal subjects were taken from an online database at the neuroinformatics repository of the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE, http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/). Data sets were all acquired in the same 1.5 T scanner. All subjects have corresponding structural MRI and demographic information.
Neuroimaging
In the group of patients, when both interictal PET and ictal SPECT imaging were performed, and they were consistent at least at the lobe level, the ictal SPECT was chosen for comparison as its sensitivity has been found higher than 90% in large partial epilepsy series [4] . Ictal SPECT was performed using a Siemens Multispect 3 gamma camera (Hoffman States, IL). Technetium-HMPAO was used as the radiotracer at a dose of 300 microcuries/kilogram with a minimum dose of 3 milicuries and a maximum dose of 20 milicuries. The patient was monitored by EEG and Video EEG during the exam to determine the onset of seizures for injection. Ictal SPECT were considered valid if the injection of the radiopharmaceutical occurred within 20 seconds after the seizure onset. Interictal PET was performed using a GE Discovery-Dimension ST PET/CT system. FDG was injected at a dose of 140 microcuries/kilogram with a minimum of 1 milicurie and maximum of 15 milicuries. EEG monitoring was utilized to verify interictal condition.
Echo-planar gradient imaging (EPI) BOLD-sensitive sequences were utilized for the Resting State fMRI. The parameters for the EPI sequence acquisition were, 200 timepoints; TR = 2000 ms, TE = 60 ms, FA = 90 degrees, transversal in-plane voxel size 3.75 × 3.75 mm, field of view (FOV) of 240 mm, resolution 64 × 64 × 14. Axial cuts of 6 mm with 2 mm gap were taken in an inferior to superior direction using an 8-channel head-sense coil. To allow co-registration of activation results, an anatomical 3D T1 sequence was also acquired using voxel size 1 × 256 × 160. All patients and control subjects had an axial T1-3D series available. PET and SPECT interpretation was initially performed by a pediatric neuroradiologist and a clinical report was generated. The same images were blinded reviewed again, as part of this study, by a Radiology fellow (KZ) and abnormal localization of the radiotracer uptake was performed. Only concordant cases were kept in the sample to improve 1 × 2 mm, resolution 256 × strength of the Standard of comparison. Only one case was rejected on these grounds.
fMRI Post-Processing
The Resting State fMRI data sets were processed using MELODICA version 3.10 from FSL 4.1.9 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/). MELODICA yields the rs-Mean in two different files with identical content: called mean and mean_func files. The mean file was taken for the analysis.
Both, patient subjects and typical control-rs-Mean volumes were intensity normalized, smoothed and coregis-tered to a "reference anatomical data set", which was a standard brain T1 sequence taken from FSL (MNI152_T1_2mm-Brain), voxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm, spatial resolution 91 × 109 × 91. The intensity normalization process consisted in identifying the local maximum intensity for each dataset, corresponding to CSF signal, and selecting the dataset with the global maximum as the "group maximum intensity reference dataset". Then each voxel in each data set was divided by its corresponding local maxima and multiplied by the group maximum intensity. The coregistration and reslicing of the subject's rs-Mean to the "reference anatomical data set" was performed utilizing FLIRT (from FSL library, Ver.5.5), with 12 degrees of freedom.
Statistical Analysis
The mean and standard deviation (SD) for patients and control group were calculated. All the image statistical calculations were performed using the Multi-image Analysis GUI (Mango), which was developed by the Health Science Center of the University of Texas (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/). Statistical comparisons of means (normal vs. patients) were performed in two ways. The first calculation assumed a statistical universe of n = 22, n = 29 (subjects), more sensitive to intensity differences between groups; the second calculation assumed a statistical universe of n = 902,629 voxels (number of voxels on each mean volume), more sensitive to the variance of distribution of intensities within the volumes. The statistical two tailed T-test was performed utilizing the opensource program PSPP (available at http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/). Statistical significance threshold was set at p value equal or less than 0.01.
ROIs and Isocenters Selections
The PET, SPECT, and rs-Mean volumes were coregistered to the subject's axial T1-3D MRI volume utilizing the AMIDE software (http://amide.sourceforge.net). The rs-Mean volume was color-coded using the predefined available NIH look-up-table. The display of the color image was thresholded by adjusting to 80% (± 10%) of the maximum intensities present in the study. The areas of abnormal radiotracer uptake on the SPECT or PET and the area of increased intensity on the rs-Mean were marked with 3D-elipsoides as region of interest (ROI). The Euclidian distance between the coordinates of the center of mass of each ROI, provided by AMIDE, was calculated using the Euclidian Distance (ED) Method computed by MATLAB. Matching between rs-Mean and the standard was accepted if the isocenters were located in the same hemisphere and the ED was equal or less than 50 mm. This distance was selected in agreement with prior publications describing the distance error of BOLD activation related to Interictal Epileptic Discharges [5] . Three demonstrative cases are presented.
Results
All typical controls (TC) and patient's rs-fMRI yield neural components. rs-Mean image was obtained in all of them for further analysis.
Group Analysis and Typical Controls
Typical control subjects showed a symmetric distribution of intensities between the hemispheres (Figure 1) . The highest intensities, as expected, were located in the ventricles and in the proximity of the sylvian and interhemispheric fissures. The parenchyma shows higher intensities in the parahippocampal regions, cingulate gyrus, insula and temporal poles. The prefrontal cortex looks cold. In the SD volume all CSF spaces show high variability. Most importantly, the brain parenchyma shows very low and symmetric values indicating low intersubject variability as well as low inter-subject interhemispheric variability.
Group Analysis and Epilepsy Patients
Similar to TC subjects the epilepsy group-mean showed a symmetric distribution of intensities between the hemispheres (Figure 2) , except for the temporal lobes, in which there is a slightly higher intensity in the left side, reflecting the distribution of temporal lobe epilepsy in the sample. The highest intensities, as in the TC group were located in the ventricles and in the proximity of the sylvian and interhemispheric fissures. The gray/white-matter distribution of the intensities follows similar pattern than in TC. The SD volume (not shown) demonstrated significant higher values than the control group (see group differences analysis below). To present graphically the separation between normal controls and patients, a graph of the mean intensity and total intensity summation of each rs-fMRI mean dataset wasplotted. Figure 3 displays this plot. Table 2 presents the list of patients in the study, indicating main demographic variables, the lesion type, lesion location, the time-gap between the last seizure and the rs-Mean, sedation condition, the nuclear medicine Standard, the matching outcome, and the Euclidian distance between the centroids of the ROIs generated using the Standard and the rs-Mean data.
Inter-Group Statistical Comparison
rs-FMRI vs. Reference Standard Comparison in Patients
Of the 29 patients included, 21 (72.4%) of them had imaging that demonstrated a matching overlap in the region of interest between rs-Mean and the Nuclear Medicine Standard. Of these the range of Euclidian Distance was 3.77 -67.93 mm (mean 22.65, and SD 16.06 mm). With these numbers the estimated error is less than 5 voxels. Of note are the results of the non lesional group. Of the 9 non lesional cases, 6 (66.6%) showed matching findings between the PET or SPECT and the rs-Mean.
Eight of the 29 patients (27.6%) demonstrated discordant findings between the selected Standard and the rs-Mean. One demonstrated regions of interest in the same lobe without overlapping and 3 more showed activation in another lobe of the same hemisphere; 3 patients demonstrated rs-Mean activation on the opposite hemispheres, and a single rs-Mean case showed no asymmetries between the hemispheres.
Selected Exemplary Cases
Three demonstrative cases have been selected from the group of patients with concordant results (Figure 4) . The first case is a non lesional case with clear hypometabolism in an interictal PET study; the second case is a patient with tuberous sclerosis showing a high uptake of the radio-pharmaceutical in an ictal SPECT, and the third a case of cortical dysplasia, with associated increased signal on a T2 FLAIR sequence, and hyperperfusion in the ictal SPECT. The rs-Mean results are clearly demonstrative of the seizure foci.
Analysis of Failure Cases
A specific analysis of the cases in which there was a failure for the rs-Mean to detect the epilepsy focus was also conducted to ascertain common features and look for potential correlations with other diagnostic procedures (EEG, Source Localization, or clinical findings). The 8 cases with no convergent findings are summarized in Table 3 . Of these 8 cases, 6 had partial concordant results with other modalities of epilepsy focus localization, clinical findings or both (note bold words in Comments column in Table 3 ). 
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that 1) resting-state mean volumes in patients with epilepsy differ from normals in intensity and variance, and 2) that abnormal high signal values on the mean volume of a resting state fMRI sequences are correlated with the epileptic focus in a significant number of cases with intractable epilepsy. The explanation of this finding is puzzling. We may consider three possibilities: 1) a localized neural oscillations with higher point of inflection; 2) an interictal-epileptic-discharge-BOLD effect; 3) a T2 local signal increase effect.
Localized Network Oscillations
Normally, the intensity of the spontaneous brain oscillations is small. Usually, the intrinsic networks explain only between 1% and 3% of the total signal variance within the sequence. Oscillations curves however may have theoretically different points of inflection, producing as a result, different levels of mean signal. An inflection point around 0, with positive ups and negative downs may cancel out the differences on intensity giving a mean close to 0. Instead, an inflection point of the oscillation curve located at a higher level will produce a positive value of the mean. The local higher intensity observed in rs-Mean should reflect a local higher BOLD signal during the sequence increasing the inflection point of the oscillations. This explanation, however conflicts with some facts. First, Ad-hoc analysis of the intrinsic networks in each case did not reveal any particular network coinciding with the area shown by the rs-Mean, and second, a higher oscillations in the BOLD response of the epilepsy focus will necessarily be coupled with a relative focal hyperperfusion. However, the rs-fMRI was performed in all cases in an interictal condition, and interictal blood flow is low in the epilepsy focus, as demonstrate by SPECT studies [6] [7].
Epileptic Discharge Bold Effect
Interictal epileptic discharges constitute per-se a spontaneous ongoing endogenous event that triggers bloodflow changes in the affected cortex [8] [9] . Patients with intractable epilepsy, suffer from very frequent epilepsy discharges, and even subclinical electrical seizures preceding overt seizures by several hours [10] , that may explain a protracted or sustained local increase of blood flow. However, interictal metabolism and blood flow are low. For example, the first demonstrative case shows high rs-Mean in the same place where the PET study shows less metabolism (rs-Mean and PET were not performed simultaneously but both were performed in an interictal state). Therefore, it is quite difficult to validate that the cause of the high signal in the rs-Mean is explained by the relative higher local BOLD signal. The third possibility is that the rs-Mean high signal is related to the same higher local T2 signal that has been found in diffusion-weighted MRI associated with convulsive and non-convulsive status epilepticus and tonicclonic generalized seizures [11] [12] . Changes include focal increase of T2 signal attributed to local edema [13] . However, to our knowledge, interictal or peri-ictal MRI transient changes have not been described as of yet. It may be quite possible that frequent or recent interictal discharges increase T2 in a minute scale not detectable in normal sequences but made overt by averaging, color coding or both. These T2 changes would be not oscillatory. In this case the effect would be completely related to tissular and not to vascular changes. Of note is the lack of relationship between the structural hyperintensities observed in the MRI FLAIR images and the rs-Mean signal. Tuberous sclerosis cases show several hyperintensities in FLAIR sequences associated to the tuber localization However, rs-Mean reveals distinctly the intensity of such tubers as demonstrated in Case 2 (see Figure 4 ) suggesting a more "functional" explanation for the presence of the rs-Mean intensity.
Our work is pioneering in the utilization of the rs-Mean. Previous attempts to correlate rs-fMRI with epilepsy focus activity have been reported [14] , but they relate epilepsy focus with connectivity changes. This is the first time the mean BOLD of the resting state condition is utilized for this purpose.
Our work has some limitations due in part to our dedicated clinical environment. First, our comparison group of typical controls does not perfectly match our patient group. Our patients are children between 2 and 22 years of age, while the volunteer group age range is from 22 to 34. The decision to utilize this sample of typical controls instead of a group of normal volunteers of matching ages was taken favoring number versus matching, since we only had 5 cases of normal children undergoing resting state, associated with a different study. Post-hoc observation of these cases did not reveal any significant difference with the results reported here in the control group. Still, the number of normal subjects is low, but given the small variance observed in the sample, the effect should not be significant.
Second, intensities between the groups may differ because of the inherent effect of the magnets per se. This variable was considered. The authors feel that the normalization of the data to the maximum maxima across the groups occurring in the CSF may control this effect. The CSF may be considered an invariant as it is not influenced by neural oscillations, vascular changes, or seizures.
Third, since many of our patients have daily seizures, lack of EEG validation of the actual electrical condition during the rs-fMRI is problematic. We cannot rule out that some may have actual electrical ictal discharges. However, all patients had the resting-state sequence done as part of a complete protocol for epilepsy workup that includes task-related fMRI or fMRI under sedation with passive paradigms. In all cases, there is a prior evaluation immediately before the fMRI on the behavioral and cognitive status of the patient. Patients with ictal or pe-ri-ictal conditions are put off to later scan. All, but patients having several seizures a day, had the fMRI session at least 24 hours after the last clinical seizure.
Of note is the time when the resting-state fMRI took place within the exam session. All subjects had the resting state fMRI done after the tasks of the standard fMRI (all block designed). Since these tasks have at least two language tasks, we cannot discard that some remnant effect is carry over to the rs-Mean in those cases in which it pointed to the left temporal lobe. However, this effect if it actually exists should be negligible. Indeed, we conducted an experiment in a normal volunteer who had initially a basal rs-fMRI. Immediately afterwards the volunteer was asked to squeeze a sponge for 15 continuous minutes and had a second rs-fMRI immediately following the task. No significant differences were found between the intensity in the motor areas between the baseline rs-fMRI and post-task rs-fMRI neither appear noticeable asymmetries in the motor or sensory intrinsic networks.
The importance of this tool is not only attributed to its inherent non-invasive nature and its simplicity, but more importantly to its high availability. Magnetic Resonance machines are nowadays an ubiquitous and indispensable tool, available even in remote and impoverished locations. SPECT or PET machines are less likely to be found in medical facilities and they require immediate availability of the radiopharmaceutical which has a short life, is very costlyand require very specialized support teams and know-how.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we introduce here for the first time a simple post-processing procedure to localize an epilepsy focus based on rs-fMRI. This novel procedure utilizes a single volume automatically generated, which averages all signal fluctuations in a resting-state fMRI sequence, and seems to render higher intensities in the areas of interictal epileptic activity.
